Packaging for
the future.

Our Mission
Golden Arrow is committed to
sustainability and innovation in providing
clients with total packaging solutions.
Being a leader in green, innovative technologies
began with one great idea: Reducing the impact on
our environment must start with a commitment to
clean, responsible industrial practices. Our concept
to develop packaging from renewable materials
grew into real, tangible solutions to create products
and components that are not only cutting-edge and
reliable, but environmentally and ecologically sound.

PACK AG ING DE SIG N &
OP TIMIZ ATION

Core
Businesses

PRINTING

MOLDED FIBER

LOG IS TIC SCM

A SSEMBLY / KIT TING

Green Factories

There are over
9 million tons of
plastic waste in
the ocean.

Convection Cooling

Water Recycling

Let’s change the face of packaging for the future.
Our printing services are a trusted alternative to traditional,
environmentally-damaging printing methods. We utilize only
clean and sustainable printing methods, including soy and ecoinks and recycled paper products to create modern, striking, and
sleek printed materials.

Steam Energy

Solar Power

Natural Lighting

Waste Recycling

Our skilled engineering teams have developed some truly
inspirational machinery and methods to achieve our green
mission. From harvesting, to pulp production, alternative
energies such as steam and solar power have been utilized.

Golden Arrow began our sustainable
journey by transforming our factories
and manufacturerturing equipment
into lean, green machines designed
to be energy-efficient and minimize
pollutants and runoff, ensuring that
our processes are working to help the
environment instead of destroying it.
The water used during our
manufacturing process is 100%
recycled and reused, safe enough for
fish to live in. As proof of concept, we
actually use our recycled water to keep
a large and fully stocked pond teeming
with happy, healthy fish.

Appearance

Molded Fiber

Our molded fiber and rigid boxes are flexible in their design, able to deliver
a plethora of different appearances, structures, and unboxing experiences.

Structural Advantage

Bagasse Pulp

A single layer-forming process allows additional structures to be
easily added. Different from paper-substrate packaging, Molded
Fiber allows diverse design possibilities.

A plentiful by-product of the sugar making process
that would normally be thrown away.

Eco-friendly
We use environmentally safe plant fiber as the raw
material for production.

Highly Pliable
These materials are naturally highly pliable,
allowing for diverse design possibilities.

Embossing + Debossing
Our fiber molding allows for embossing and debossing,
adding a tactile and visual element to your packaging that
immediately elevates the status, look, and feel of your product.

Natural Texture
Bamboo Pulp
Using bamboo significantly reduces the
deforestation of trees. Bamboo can grow up to 5
feet a year!

Molded fiber can be made with various finishes ranging from
smooth to rough, in order to provide a unique experience to
consumers. Molded fiber can be formed in black or white.

Innovative
Packaging
Design
From concept to production, we
make sure your packaging fits.
Creativity and innovation are driving forces
behind Golden Arrow Technologies. We
partner with our clients through every
step of the development process to
create something wonderful. Design is a
combination of art and functionality, and
we are dedicated to being at the forefront
of both in sustainable package design.

Green is in.
We provide unique, sustainable packaging solutions to industries across
the board. Never has going green been as prevalent as now, and with our
innovative research and design teams, never has it looked so good.
Our design and packaging teams can create the ultimate combination of
innovation and sustainability, specifically targeted towards the following
consumer markets:

EL EC T R O N I C S

LUXU RY

CO N SU M A B L E S

Smart Home

Cosmetics

Food

Mobile Devices

Jewelry

Pharmaceuticals

Wearables

Perfumes

Healthcare
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Tray with railing

Electronics

A paper-based railing would
support this molded fiber
tray, and create an alternate
unboxing experience.

Wearables

Molded Fiber
Using our Molded Fiber allows for a
100% biodegradable solution, with
unique single-layer components for
the ultimate unpacking experience.

Single elevated layer
The tray elevates itself to
leave room for accessories
below it without the need
of railing, providing a total
solution in one layer.

Graphic inserts
Paper-based graphic inserts
can easily instruct the
customer on how to open and
enjoy their package.
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CU S TO M ER S ERV I CE

S YS T E M AT I C A S S E M B LY

WA R EH O US E M A N AG E M EN T

Golden Arrow is always here when you
need us. We provide our clients with
complete integrated project management
solutions, project support, technical
and creative trend sharing, advanced
technologies and processing applications,
a flexible product stocking mode, and 24/7
real-time support services to help you every
step of the way.

The Golden Arrow automated and
computerized assembly systems are
designed to create detailed, precision
assembly, and our operations specifications
and extensive educational training ensure
that every product is assembled perfectly
every time.

Improve efficiency with using our integrated
warehouse and storage systems, designed
to meet a variety of manufacturing needs
and prevent the risk of low inventory.

PR I N T I N G EQ U I PM EN T:
Q UA L I T Y & SUS TA I N A B I L I T Y

Supply
Chain
& Logistics

Our facilities features some of the premier
printing equipment found anywhere in
the world. These technologically superior
machines were chosen to produce the best
quality products while reducing labor costs,
print time, and improve both efficiency
and quality control—and it’s all using
environmentally safe materials.

Q UA L I T Y CO N T R O L
We take pride in our work, and all of our
products are monitored and scrutinized
meticulously. Golden Arrow always delivers
the highest quality products and packaging,
and we guarantee you’ll love what we
create together.
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GAT

Our
Company

Taipei, China
Taipei HQ + Innovation Center

Starting in 1984 with a mission of sustainability and innovation,
Golden Arrow has grown from a single printing location
to multiple manufacturing and printing facilities across
the globe. We offer a complete line of sophisticated
green products designed to enhance product
presentation, and we believe that working
with like-minded companies who value
environmentally-safe production
methods and materials strengthens
our green vision and mission.

GAA
Saratoga , CA, USA
Program Management Service

GAC 1
Kunshan, China
Kunshan Print & Package
Manufacturing

GNCQ
ChongQing, China
ChongQing Manufacturing

GAC 2 + GAC 3
Kunshan, China
Kunshan Molded Fiber
Manufacturing

Total
Solutions
With a mission to create environmentally-sound manufacturing
and packaging solutions for major corporate entities, Golden
Arrow led the charge to design and develop cutting-edge
manufacturing equipment, renewable processes, and
energy-efficient operations which align to our vision and
commitment to creating a greener, cleaner world.
From creative design to manufacturing and
logistics, we provide the full suite of services inhouse, ensuring that we are always able to
meet any demand. Working closely with
our clients, Golden Arrow develops a
constructive partnership to foster
innovations and progress.

Golden Arrow America
20520 Prospect Rd, STE 360
Saratoga, CA 95070
info@goldenarrow.com

Golden Arrow China
Kunshan, Jiangsu Province, Zhoushi
District, Songjiagang Road 379
gac@goldenarrow.com

Golden Arrow Taiwan
New Taipei City, Zhonghe District,
Jian Kang Road 130, 2nd Floor -1
sales@goldenarrow.com

